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The first artwork the viewer encounters in this 
exhibition is Palestinian Khalil Rabah’s Art 
Exhibition (2011–) – a mise en abyme photorealist 
painting of archival photos depicting people 
looking at art. Layering images of Palestinian  
art shows held worldwide since 1954, the 
wallpaperlike installation tugs at questions of 
boundaries and containment across time and 
space by reactivating the past in the present.

As the opening salvo of curator Tarek Abou 
El Fetouh’s exhibition, a new iteration of a then- 
untitled 2013 show at Home Works 6 in Beirut, 
this work is instantly illustrative. Like Rabah’s 
work, this show is an art event looking at other 
art events. Two of these are in the past – the  
First Biennale of Arab Art in Baghdad in 1974 
and Beijing’s China/Avant-Garde exhibition  
in 1989 – and one has yet to occur – the Equator 
Conference 2022, as part of the artist-run 
Yogyakarta Biennale Foundation’s ten-year 
project to work with countries located along  
the equator. 

The curator says his is an ‘on-going curato-
rial project’ that aims to ‘challenge the con- 
straints of conditions and locations’. The space 
dedicated to the ‘Baghdad’ component within 

The Time is Out of Joint rounds up works by 
Chinese, Singaporean, Japanese, Polish and  
Arab artists in a way that destabilises the read- 
ing of the exhibition as a simple rehash of a 
historical art event and ideas about what would 
have constituted ‘Arab’ art in 1974. Instead, the 
show is like a spatiotemporal palimpsest: past 
political strata condition our present readings  
of the assembled works. The reenacted spaces  
of the Baghdad and Beijing art events are shape- 
shifting sites, as much hinged to the past as 
projected into the future. 

Cordoned into buildings onto which are 
emblazoned the names of the original 1974  
and 1989 exhibitions, the Baghdad and China 
sections are less echoes of their pivotal prede-
cessors than confluences of then-and-now 
currents. Of the two, the Baghdad component  
is more bleak. For example, in Meiro Koizumi’s 
four-channel video Portrait of a Young Samurai 
(2009), an offscreen director urges a young actor 
to muster more ‘samurai spirit’ as he rehearses  
a kamikaze’s farewell speech to his family.  
Foregrounding how nationalism is manipu-
lated – notably the pan-Arab nationalism under  
which the First Biennale of Arab Arts artists 

would have mobilised – the work evokes ortho- 
doxies that have decimated much of Iraq and 
Syria today.  

Elsewhere in the Baghdad pavilion, dicta- 
tors and postapocalyptic devastation reign. 
Singaporean artist Ho Tzu Nyen’s four-channel 
video Pythagoras (2013) probes the ventriloquism 
of power – a disembodied voice speaks behind  
a curtain on one screen, while another shows  
a debris-littered, body-strewn postdisaster scene, 
artfully crafted to mimic the palette and compo- 
sition of Géricault’s Raft of the Medusa (1819),  
with all the post-Revolution, post-Napoleonic 
dynamics that implies. Lebanese Ali Cherri’s 
video installation Pipe Dreams (2012) overlaps  
two moments – a conversation between the late 
Syrian president Hafez al-Assad and a Syrian 
military aviator who was part of a Soviet space 
run in 1987, and the government’s cautionary 
removal of monuments of President al-Assad  
in 2011 as the Arab Spring gained ground – in an 
examination of the illusion of the nation-state 
through its fabricated heroes and protectors. 

Performances throughout the opening  
week linked to the Baghdad segment further 
developed the theme of power. Mark Teh’s  
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performance Baling (2015) recreated, word-by-
word, the 1956 Baling Talks, mixing trained 
actors and political activists to question power- 
behind-the-curtain dynamics in the very 
creation of nations, in this case Malaysia and 
Singapore. Konrad Smoleński toyed with stealth 
power in B (2016) – unmarked, black-tinted-
window BMWs, throbbing from high-volume 
bass tracks within, were parked surreptitiously 
around the Sharjah Art Foundation site. 

If Baghdad is a grim site of flux, paranoia 
and loss, the China hall seems almost optimistic 
in its evocation of new strategies of resistance.  
In 1989, whatever hopes the watershed China/
Avant-Garde show raised were swiftly levelled by 
the Tiananmen Square massacre a few months 
later. Yet there is more Tahrir than Tiananmen  
in this part of the show, as it explores various 
means of critique and opposition. 

Performativity is a leitmotif, bolstered by  
a Judith Butler essay in the first of the two-
volume publication accompanying the exhibi-
tion, in which the philosopher discusses the 
‘space of appearance’ of Tahrir and how the 
media embodied and extended this performa-
tive space. In his video The Nameless (‘L for Lai Teck’ 
from the Critical Dictionary of Southeast Asia) (2015), 
Ho Tzu Nyen hijacks the famous Hong Kong 
actor Tony Leung Chiu-Wai by folding found 
footage of his scenes into a spy-flick-meets-docu-
mentary narrative about the Secretary General  

of the Malayan Communist Party and his 
gripping capers as a triple agent.  

Shapeshifting-as-strategy seems to be the 
point of much of the work here. Cairo-based 
Maha Maamoun’s film Dear Animal (2016) toggles 
between an exiled Egyptian director/activist 
Azza Shaaban, who is heard reading her letters, 
and the story of a Cairo drug dealer who meta- 
morphoses into a goat-zebra. Meanwhile, 
Smoleński’s Baritone Missile aka The Bomb (2015)  
is a missile-cum-string-instrument the artist 
played as part of his band BNNT. In Palestinian 
artist Basma Alsharif’s performance Doppelgänger 
(2014), an onslaught of personal tales and video 
clips, foreground the artist’s preoccupation  
with bilocation, or inhabiting multiple ‘heres’  
at once. The irony of this unbridled spatial 
movement for a Palestinian is lost on no one.  

The Equator Conference 2022, held in 
Sharjah in March, was a one-day conference that 
preenacted the eponymous session to be held  
in Jogjakarta six years hence. The event actually 
harks back to the Bandung Conference of 1955, 
which united 29 newly independent African  
and Asian states in the Indonesian town, under 
the banner of cultural and economic coopera-
tion, and neocolonial opposition. In the same 
spirit, the Equator Conference 2022 rallies 
thinkers and generates ideas from the bottom 
up. Besides conference talks and screenings, 
there is a lecture-performance by Lebanese  

artist Raed Yassin conjuring a 1969 international 
festival masterminded by German composer 
Karlheinz Stockhausen in Lebanon’s Jaita 
Grotto, a curated reading room and a digitised 
archive by Asia Art Archive. 

The idea of ‘cosmopolitanism’ rose as  
an alternative solution to the overwhelming 
Third World-ist, postcolonial and Global South 
narratives. A presentation by collective Rimini 
Protokoll of their film 100% World – a documen-
tary of the 26 worldwide 100% City performances 
in which they question how cross-sections of 
societies can be ‘portrayed’ – seemed to imply 
that a cosmopolitanism could fight head-to-
head with culture-bound national ethnos.

Taken on its own, The Time is Out of Joint may 
seem a bit meagre: a scant 30 pieces are tasked 
with fulfilling an elaborate curatorial ambition 
spanning the bankruptcy of nationalism, the 
aftermath of revolutionary defeat and a poten-
tial yet dysfunctional cosmopolitanism. The 
performances, talks and the sheer heft of the 
publications (edited by artist-curator Ala Younis, 
who commissioned content or republished 
archival articles) put substantial meat on the 
show’s bones. Yet for all its economy, The Time  
is Out of Joint succeeds in enlisting artists and 
thinkers into a curatorial enterprise that seem- 
ingly grapples with the past and the future,  
only to confront us with the state of the present.

Kevin Jones

Maha Maamoun, Dear Animal (video still), 2016, video, 25 min.  
Courtesy Sharjah Art Foundation 
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